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4. Double Jeopardy

After accepting the results of the grievance hearing, the president wrote another letter outlining the procedure that
would be followed for my re-evaluation. Since the administration did not dispute my qualifications in scholarly
engagement and collegiate citizenship, the new review would focus exclusively on my teaching. And the scrutiny
would be more intense this time. Every student whom I had taught in the last two years would be asked to write a
letter, and the faculty in my department arranged to attend several of my classes, where in past reviews they had
only attended one or two. I entered the new review cautiously optimistic: cautious because I knew the review
would be conducted by the same president, but optimistic because it would be conducted by a new provost (a
physicist this time, rather than a historian), and because I felt that my department’s support would be much more
clearly expressed this time.

One complication that arose in the fall was the department’s use of a new “reform” calculus book, Calculus in
Context. As we expected, the new and radically different approach to calculus drew a lot of criticism from students
(in fact, the department abandoned this book two years later); however, my colleagues pledged to keep student
criticism of the book as separate from their evaluation of my teaching as possible.

Here are a few of my teaching experiences from that fall.

9/23/94: There were two interesting points in today’s class. First, when I discussed reaction rates as an
example of  exponential growth or decay (reaction rate is proportional to the concentration of  the reactant),
one student said, “That’s not the way we do it in chemistry!” But then he thought about it a bit and said, “Wait a
minute… there’s something about taking the logarithm… maybe it is the same thing!” He said that in the
chemistry course they just learn a rote technique f or f inding the reaction rate, without learning why it works.
Now he might understand why!

The second point came up when we were discussing inverse f unctions. As usual, this provoked a certain
amount of  conf usion among the students. I think my way of  explaining it is partly at f ault. The book has a very
nice way, which I will try on Monday. Anyway, another student came up to me af ter class and started explaining
how he learned about inverse f unctions in high school. To paraphrase: “An inverse f unction is… you switch x
and y, and then you solve f or y.”

To me, this was another perf ect example of  how students are taught rote procedures f or getting the right
answer, without really understanding the concepts involved.

11/11/94: One of  my colleagues has started sitt ing in on my class, and the experience has already been
benef icial to both of  us. First, she really liked the way I used DERIVE® to explain why an unbounded region can
have such a narrow “neck” that it has f inite area. When you plot a f unction like y = (1-x)^(-1/2), DERIVE®
cannot even show the asymptote… the neck is so narrow that the computer can’t even “see” it. My colleague
said she will always introduce improper integrals that way f rom now on…
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If  teaching is a battle f or souls, I won one and lost one this week. (Perhaps.) One of  the students who has
been most crit ical of  the Calculus in Context approach wrote in his journal that he had been thinking about
some other subjects over the weekend, and suddenly this approach started to make sense to him af ter all. He
was very vague about it, and wrote, “I will have to think more about this,” but that was a very encouraging sign
indeed!

The setback occurred this morning. One of  my students asked if  she could have 5 minutes af ter class to do a
litt le computer work f or one of  the problems on the take-home exam, because she hadn’t had time to come to
the computer lab last night. I said no, and explained, “You’re supposed to make time to come to the lab.” She
got upset, said, “You shouldn’t say that, because I worked on this test f or nine hours yesterday,” and stormed
out of  the classroom in tears.

There are so many aspects of  this incident that I can second-guess myself  on. Was it unreasonable to deny
her the f ive minutes? No. A deadline is a deadline. Another student had the same problem on the last test, and
lost several points as a result. I have to be consistent. Was my comment insensitive? I don’t know. At that point
I couldn’t have known how much time she had put into the exam already. Some students need a litt le lecture like
that to get the message. Was the exam too long? Apparently most of  the students took a very long time to do
the f irst problem. I was very surprised, because the book shows, step by step, how to solve this kind of
problem (a logistic equation) and even gives a f ormula f or the solution. BUT… there was only one homework
problem on the logistic equation, and it had a typo that ruined the problem, so I didn’t count that homework
problem. And so, the students, minimizing ef f ort as students always do, may have thought, “Well, the
homework problem didn’t count, so we won’t be responsible f or this on the test.”

11/16/94: I f elt lower than low af ter this morning’s class… I guess I should have stayed away f rom the
[problem] that caused all the emotion on Friday. One student had gotten an unrealistic answer and seemed
puzzled about it, so I had written next to it, “Garbage in, garbage out”–meaning that because the equation he
had plugged some numerical values into was wrong, the output was also wrong. But he interpreted it, I think, as
a comment on his whole solution, and started telling me how long he had worked on it, etc. I got pretty
f lustered, partly because I knew I had set myself  up by writ ing a comment that could be so easily
misinterpreted. Ordinarily I would have patched it up and moved on, but af ter all my tenure struggles I have
gotten so paranoid. “Is this where I lose the student f orever? Is this what he’s going to write about in his letter
to the provost? What are [the two math prof essors attending my class] going to think?” For about 15 minutes I
f elt as if  my brain was disconnected f rom my mouth, as I babbled on about that problem…

Every semester has to have a worst class, and I hope this morning’s class was it.

Perhaps I was right to be so paranoid: one of the two professors in attendance told me, months later, that this
class had made a big impression on him. As for the student, my apprehensions were wrong: I didn’t “lose” him,
and perhaps he even forgot all about the incident. The last time I talked with him, over a year and a half later, he
commented on how much he had learned from my class.

12/1/94: … Another highlight yesterday was my morning calculus class, which was visited by the chair of  the
math department and the new provost. I started the chapter on dynamical systems… The timing was
f ortuitous, because dynamical systems is an area of  mathematics the provost knows a lot about, and I think he
was probably pleased to see it covered in a calculus course. The chair was also very excited about my class,
particularly about the way I pointed out that the computer ’s drawing of  trajectories “slows down” as they
approach equilibrium points. He thought it was neat that you could actually get inf ormation not just f rom the
curves themselves, but also the way that the computer draws them. Funny, it seemed sort of  obvious to me,
but I guess it wasn’t. Moreover, it wasn’t obvious to the students either, since we had never talked about
parametrized curves bef ore. One of  the students asked me to explain what the chair meant [and why it was so
excit ing]. Once again, it was a case where having another f aculty member attending my class was a help to me
and my students and the other f aculty member.



12/29/94: [A f ormer student whom I visited with during Christmas break] paid me a compliment that I never
expected to hear. She said that, as she was preparing f or her student teaching, she looked over her old tests
f rom the calculus course she took f rom me, and appreciated f or the f irst t ime the creativity and wit that went
into them.

1/29/95: Friday was the day that the student and f aculty letters of  evaluation f or my tenure review were due at
the provost’s of f ice. The provost’s secretary reported to me on Friday af ternoon that they had received 36
student letters and all the f aculty letters. Quite a change f rom last year! Lack of  inf ormation should not be a
problem this t ime.

As I awaited the outcome of the review, an interesting subplot played itself out: the faculty debated and finally
adopted a proposal to create a tenure and promotion committee–too late, ironically, to have any effect on my
case.

3/31/95: Three people have told me this week that they were glad that I spoke up in the f aculty meeting on
Monday… I was the f irst person to speak in the debate on the tenure and promotion committee. I said that I
had a unique perspective on the current tenure system, having become the answer to the trivia question, “Who
was the last person to be denied tenure at Kenyon?” Then I talked about my view that the departmental input
was not great enough, and asked how the proposed committee would af f ect that; also, I said that a paramount
consideration should not be whether more or f ewer people get tenure, but whether more or f ewer mistakes will
be made. I don’t think that my litt le speech was very eloquent, but I guess some people may have thought it was
brave f or me to identif y myself  as a person who didn’t get tenure.

Finally, four days before the trustees’ meeting, I got a hint of the way the wind was blowing.

4/17/95: Once more the same nightmare? Only a nightmare the second time no longer makes the pulse race
quite as much… I got a call f rom the provost’s secretary, who had been told to set up a meeting f or me with
the president and provost on Thursday. The agenda: my tenure decision. Naturally, two possibilit ies crossed
my mind. One was that they may have decided, out of  sympathy, to end my suspense and let me know bef ore
the meeting that they were recommending me f or tenure. However, that doesn’t seem likely, as sympathy is a
f oreign concept to bureaucracies. The alternative explanation is that I am being denied again. Further support
f or that interpretation came when a German prof essor met me in the copier room a f ew minutes later and
asked if  I had gotten a call to meet with the “diumvirate.” I said I had and, with my hopes momentarily rising,
asked if  everyone who was up f or tenure was getting such calls. She said they def initely weren’t. So it almost
certainly seems to be bad news f or both of  us. She was distraught, and looked just the way I remember f eeling
last year: like a tree uprooted. I f elt a lot calmer, since I’ve been through it bef ore and was somewhat prepared.

4/21/95: Af ter all the surprising turns that my tenure saga has taken, one more shocker awaited me on
Thursday morning. As I expected, the president told me that I would not be of f ered tenure. But there was one
huge dif f erence f rom last year: this t ime the mathematics department recommended that I not be of f ered
tenure. Once I heard that, the wind went right out of  my sails. All that I battled f or in the grievance procedure
last year was the right to be judged by my own peers. Now that has happened…



Since Thursday morning, I have talked with each of  the members of  the department to f ind out what caused
them to change their minds. I think that [one of  them] expressed it best. She said that she went into the re-
evaluation determined to f ind the answers to two questions. First, was there a problem with my teaching, or
was it a f igment of  the administration’s imagination? And second, if  there was a problem, how could it have
escaped the department’s observation f or so long? She said that af ter sitt ing in on eight of  my classes, she
f elt that she had the answers. She saw patterns in my teaching that, in individual classes, had not seemed like
serious problems, but when they were repeated she could understand why the average to weaker students
were dissatisf ied. She commented, f or example, that I would give a beautif ully prepared lecture with nice
examples, get to the end, and she would think, “Great, now all he has to do is t ie this up”–and instead I would
go on to the next topic. She also commented that when students ask questions, she always tries to f igure out
what it really is they don’t understand–which is not always the same as the question asked, because students
of ten don’t realize quite what they are conf used about. But she said that too of ten I would take the question
too literally, and answer only what the student asked. Another crit icism she had was that, because of  my mild-
mannered demeanor, it was hard to tell the central points of  the lecture apart f rom the minor points. They were
all presented on an even keel. Another colleague saw some other problems, such as my not getting all the
students equally involved. Also, he pointed out that I would of ten ask a question, get a right answer, and then
go on with the lecture without making sure that everyone understood the answer.

Maybe none of  these problems individually was decisive, but taken all together, they made the department too
uneasy to recommend me f or tenure. My reaction to them was that all the crit icisms had some validity, but it
was a shame that no one had brought them to my attention f our years ago, or even two years ago. It was a
f ault that we all shared. I did get a warning, in my second reappointment review, that I should f ind a mentor to
work with me on my teaching. The chair and I talked about having him attend my classes, but we never quite
f ound the time, and I don’t think that either of  us really believed it was serious enough to warrant the ef f ort.
We have all learned that attending each other ’s classes and talking about them should be a routine part of  our
business. It should start the f irst year that new f aculty come in, and it should continue even with the senior
f aculty, because they, too, have to deal with the same kinds of  classroom challenges the junior f aculty do.

In the above entry I portrayed the math department’s change of heart in probably the most favorable light. Other
people, including my wife, were not so charitable in their opinion of the department. My wife found support from a
somewhat surprising source.

5/6/94: Kay went to the college’s ombudsman to talk about my tenure decision and her anger over it.
Surprisingly, even though the ombudsman is in the administration, she agreed that I had been badly treated.
She had also talked with the German prof essor who was denied tenure, and agreed that the secrecy of  the
meetings between the administration and the departments was a serious problem. As the German prof essor
commented on Saturday night [when she visited our house f or dinner], the secrecy works completely against
the tenure candidate, by depriving that person of  the ability to def end him or herself  bef ore the decision is
announced. I have also commented bef ore that the f act that the department cannot view the candidate’s
complete dossier was a crit ical f actor in my case. If  the department had known how exaggerated were the
administration’s claims about the number of  negative student letters in my [previous year's] dossier, they might
have reached a dif f erent conclusion.

Incidentally, my colleagues in the mathematics department were also very distressed about the secrecy issue. In
mid-January, when they made the decision not to recommend me for tenure, they had intended to inform me
immediately, but the provost directed them not to. This resulted in three very awkward months for them.



Was the department’s change of heart justified? I have talked with colleagues who called it “criminal” and
“immoral” to support me one year and recommend against me the next, without giving me a clue until the day I
met with the president and provost. A year after the decision, Len told me that the department’s flip-flop was, to
him, the most surprising aspect of the whole case. One could, of course, put a very simple interpretation on it:
when my colleagues actually took the trouble to attend my classes, they found them unsatisfactory.

On the other hand, from my previous experiences I have learned that things are not always so simple. The jury’s
decision depends on the charge given to the jury (in this case, my departmental colleagues). In this case that
charge was (to paraphrase): we have already found Mackenzie’s research and collegiate citizenship to be
satisfactory, but if his teaching is not up to snuff then he should not be recommended for tenure. Moreover, crucial
information was withheld from the jury: the actual contents of the student evaluations. Only one person in the
department, the chair, ever heard Len’s crucial comment that the letters were positive enough already for me to
get tenure, and that he himself would be happy to come up for tenure with such a dossier. The rest of the
department was left with the belief that the students were very critical of my teaching. (Note that they also did not
get to see the grievance panel’s finding that the administration had misrepresented the student letters.) Even the
chair never got to see the students’ letters, and may have dismissed Len’s observation as a rhetorical flourish.
Finally, although the mistakes made in the first evaluation were the administration’s, it was I who was subjected to
increased scrutiny of my teaching. One time this scrutiny clearly affected my teaching was the dreadful class I
described on November 16. To summarize, I believe that the unavailability of key evidence, the changing of the
rules of evaluation, and the shifting of the burden of proof were more than enough to cause fair-minded people to
make the wrong decision.

I will end with the story of another individual who was forced to turn his back on a career he had given his heart to.

5/10/94: When Michael Jordan decided to return to basketball this winter, af ter spending the last year as a
minor- league baseball player, his basketball coach, Phil Jackson, said, “Michael Jordan didn’t f ail baseball–
baseball f ailed him.” I can say the same thing about academia. The only way the analogy breaks down is that I
can’t go back to being the world’s best basketball player, as Michael Jordan can!

Epilogue.

The German prof essor mentioned in the last two entries won a more satisf ying victory than I did. Af ter the
“inf ormal consultation” phase of  the grievance procedure, the administration of f ered her a re-evaluation similar
to the one I underwent. In the re-evaluation, which was conducted this t ime by the brand-new Promotion and
Tenure Committee as well as a brand-new president and provost, she received tenure. She benef ited not only
f rom my experience, but also f rom having a well-organized team of  f aculty advocates f rom other departments.
Again, this shows the importance of  having someone else to argue your case. At a liberal arts college, it may
be harder f or a mathematician to mobilize this sort of  support, since there are f ewer other disciplines that
“speak the same language.”

Len, who did such a marvelous job as my advocate and taught me that a f ew well-chosen words can be more
ef f ective than pages of  arguments, received one of  the two Trustees’ Distinguished Teaching Awards in 1996.
Ironically, a mathematician won the other one–a vindication f or him, as he had been distressed by receiving
crit icism on his second reappointment review (in 1993) quite similar to the crit icism I had received on mine.

Conclusion

For the person f acing a tenure decision or the person, like me, in the uncomf ortable posit ion of  challenging a
tenure decision, here are some f inal words of  advice.

1. Long bef ore the tenure decision, you should make a concerted ef f ort to receive mentoring f rom other
f aculty in your department, and to f ind out what their expectations are. If  there is no mentoring system in



place, appeal to individuals to help. Also, suggest that department ought to implement a regular system
of  mentoring and evaluation.

2. Remember that the actual reasons f or the tenure decision may be dif f erent f rom the stated reasons;
and remember that the perception of  reality by the decision-makers is more important than the reality. If
there are honest and ethical ways f or you to t ilt  that perception in your f avor, by all means do so.

3. Do not assume that administrators know their jobs well, even the purely administrative parts. If  they are
capable of  bungling a decision, they are also capable of  bungling the procedures that they are
ostensibly supposed to f ollow.

4. If  you f ight a tenure decision, expect it to cost you a great deal of  t ime and emotional energy. And then
expect it to cost even more than you expected.

5. Do not venture into the f ray alone. You need an older, wiser, and better-connected advocate. In a small
college, this may mean going outside your department.

6. Watch out f or changes in “the rules of  the game,” whether overt or hidden. If  the new rules are set by
the administration, they are unlikely to f avor you.

7. Watch out f or excessive secrecy. Some secrecy is, of  course, required to protect the conf identiality of
evaluations. But too much secrecy serves as a cover f or incompetence or worse. It never serves you,
the f aculty member being evaluated. Also, question the need f or any secrecy that is imposed on you
personally. For example, I believe that it was a mistake f or me not to show my colleagues the text of  the
grievance panel’s f indings, even though it was marked “Conf idential.” The result was that the
administration’s interpretation of  the dossier was the only official version they ever heard.

Do you know a colleague who was just denied tenure? It ’s one of  the most shattering experiences one can
have in academia, and your colleague would greatly appreciate any words of  support you can of f er, even if  you
don’t know anything about the specif ics of  the case. Don’t treat that person as if  he or she had a contagious
disease. Also, unless you know something about the case, go lightly on the “Those bastards, they don’t know
what they’re doing” type of  comment. Try to accentuate your colleague’s posit ives rather than the
administration’s negatives.

Are you conducting a job search, and have applications f rom people who were denied tenure? In today’s
competit ive job market, I know that there is a strong temptation to pass over any candidate who has any
negatives on his or her record, such as an adverse tenure decision. Try looking at that candidate dif f erently:
this may be your chance to prof it f rom another institution’s huge mistake. You may be getting a very
experienced prof essor who just didn’t f it  in that other place, or who was denied f or reasons having litt le to do
with his or her qualif ications.

If you would like to comment on these essays, or if you would like permission to reproduce or republish them in
print or on the Web, feel free to e-mail me at “scribe (at) danamackenzie (dot) com.”
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